Leadership Compassionevole.
Come i Leader empatici conquistano i cuori e raggiungono gli obiettivi

Monday, 4 December 2023 | 3:00-5:00 pm
Department of Education, Languages, Interculture, Literatures and Psychology
Aula Magna, Via Laura, 48 – Florence

3:00-3:30 pm
Institutional Welcome
Pierluigi Malavasi
Chair of the Italian Society of Pedagogy (SIPED)
Vanna Boffo
Director of the Department of Education, Languages, Interculture, Literatures and Psychology
Giovanna Del Gobbo
Chair of the Master’s Degree Course in Pedagogical Science and Education Management for Sustainable Development

3:30-4:30 pm
Introduction Giovanna del Gobbo
Book Presentation
The Double Bottom Line: How Compassionate Leaders Captivate Hearts and Deliver Results
Donato Tramuto talks to
Natalie Alcantara
XCHANGE Approach Certified Guide
Valentina Pagliai
Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Italia

4:30-4:50 pm
Questions & Answers

4:50-5:00 pm
Conclusions
Vanna Boffo
Director of the Department of Education, Languages, Interculture, Literatures and Psychology

Advisory board directors: Vanna Boffo, Giovanna del Gobbo, Pierluigi Malavasi
Organizational committee: Debora Daddi, Christel Schachter

The seminar on the topic of Compassionate Leadership is organized by the Department of Education, Languages, Interculture, Literature and Psychology with the patronage of the US General Consulate Florence

The event can also be followed online: meet.google.com/xyz-uxxz-rmh